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Gold Has Broken Out
Our Prediction: A New All-Time High Gold Price in 2021
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Why Has Gold Broken Out?

• All major Central Banks have signalled that they are ready to 
launch major new monetary stimulus programs to generate 
growth and inflation

• The Fed has stated that its non-conventional tools (NIRP, 
ZIRP and QE) are no longer non-conventional

• Global bond markets are taking rates down and screaming 
that a recession is coming

• The economic data is weak and getting weaker
• Evidence is mounting that monetary stimulus does not work
• Gold is now at all-time highs in 72 currencies
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Money is Moving from Risk Assets to 
Treasuries and Gold

• Money Market funds are up
• Investors are selling equities and moving to bond 

funds
• Rotation into utilities and consumer staples from 

growth stocks 
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Looking at the Fed: Rate Cuts Don’t
Save Markets
• Rate hike cycles break things…the economy can’t handle 9 hikes to a FF Rate of 

2.25-50. Ten years of ZIRP effectively restructured the economy around free 
money

• The Fed has now signalled three rate cuts over the next year…a rate cutting cycle

• The Fed will be cutting rates with record low unemployment (3.6%) while saying 
the economy is strong

• Fun historic fact: Every single time the Fed cut rates when unemployment was 
below 4%, a recession immediately ensued and unemployment shot to 6%-7%

• In January 2001, the Fed’s surprise cut that sent the Nasdaq up 14% in a single 
day, still the index’s largest move since its creation in 1971. Following that day, 
the Nasdaq fell 57% before hitting bottom in October 2002

• The Fed’s first rate cut in September 2007 gave the Dow its biggest one-day 
percentage gain since 2003 but that was the top…markets collapsed
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Investors Are Learning CB Policies Don’t 
Work…But We’ll Get Them Anyway

• The Fed has never hit a projection…the latest abrupt 
shift proves it

• The theory of lower rates leading to more investment 
and growth has failed…growth has been anaemic
at best

• New money comes as debt which is weighing down 
performance.

• New money goes to speculation, buy-backs and M&A 
• Zombie companies are kept alive by free money
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Other Shoes to Drop?

• Corporate debt has soared
• Quality of corporate debt has collapsed
• More than half corporate debt is one notch above 

junk
• Banks, especially in Europe, are looking weak and 

they are all interconnected
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Conclusion

• Global recession is on the way
• Central Bank response will be aggressive and 

ineffective
• Gold will soar, as a preserver of wealth
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